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Slide 6: Are aggregating works really works?

• LRM considers an aggregating work a Work -- see LRM-E2 Work (IFLA LRM, p. 21).
• RDA considers an aggregating work a Work -- see the section Describing aggregating works and 

works that are aggregated under Guidance > Resource description > Describing a work.

• All of the RDA guidance re Works applies to aggregating works, unless otherwise noted, e.g.:

• the special options for authorized access points for when “A work is an aggregating work” -- see 
the section under authorized access point for work

• some additional special guidance, e.g., Representative expressions of an aggregating work

• it might be useful for EURIG to propose that a cross reference be added from the Aggregating 
works section under Aggregate Guidance to the Representative expressions of an aggregating 
work in the Representative Expression section.

• We describe an aggregating work based on evidence that we find in its embodying manifestation 
and other sources.

https://access.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-4d4d3f5b-8d94-3ee5-89d8-241a98366db4/section_o4b_vpv_42b
https://access.rdatoolkit.org/Guidance/GuidanceById/7038f92d-ae6d-47de-a192-06d726708b93
https://access.rdatoolkit.org/Guidance/GuidanceById/508745ca-c962-4a35-8740-1c11d4f6c5b6
https://access.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-086aad00-3bd2-3cc1-8dd0-52a5353b227b
https://access.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-39db8725-25e2-3bcf-8a45-7ef37ec38c90/section_ygt_gvg_3lb
https://access.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-bd1f1ef9-978c-34ee-8881-acc1500130b9/section_bmb_j23_m2b
https://access.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-39db8725-25e2-3bcf-8a45-7ef37ec38c90/section_ygt_gvg_3lb


Slide 8: [If an aggregating work is only a plan, then how do we describe it?]

We describe an aggregating work by examining the results of the plan (just as we do for any other 
work).

We use the usual elements for works, with some special guidance for aggregating works, e.g.:

• preferred title of work: 

• See the option to “Record a value of Manifestation: title proper of a manifestation that 
embodies a work”, but follow the special instruction under Titles proper of aggregates and 
record a title that is a collective title or one of the other options.

• Creators:

• The creator agent of work of an aggregating work is an aggregator agent; if this responsibility is 
not known then do not record this relationship.

• Nature of content:

• Use Work: content type of representative expression. 

https://access.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-f21836a5-7397-341a-bd4c-bd641e765511
https://access.rdatoolkit.org/Content/Index?externalId=en-US_ala-4b9291c5-f525-37fd-b661-c469e763ce8a
https://access.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-4b9291c5-f525-37fd-b661-c469e763ce8a/p_wsv_yhf_wgb
https://access.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-6277a869-961d-379f-8ae8-7ec159052a26
https://access.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-445ef14c-4f26-3a34-9d46-ed2ec5f350e8
https://access.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-ca5bf367-1887-3510-8f36-42d6c0049524
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Slide 8: And what about different creators aggregating the same expressions?

If neither aggregating work has an aggregator, 

• and there is no difference in the selection and arrangement of the aggregated expressions that 
are embodied by the two manifestations (nothing added, or removed, or changed in any way, 
e.g., an added introduction or new chapter, or different illustrations, or a revised chapter),

• then we can relate a new manifestation to an already described aggregating work. 

But if there is a stated difference in actual aggregator responsibility,

• then even if there is no apparent difference in the selection and arrangement of the aggregated 
expressions that are embodied by the two manifestations 

• there might be a difference that you cannot see

• and, the Entity boundary condition re. a related agent of work applies, with its option to “record 
a new instance of Work (even if you choose not to apply that option).

https://access.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-c3e1fff8-0a79-35c6-bee1-39b6b4c9ed35/div_km1_mlg_3mb


Slide 9: The RDA definition of an aggregating expression

RDA’s definition of an aggregating expression as a realization of a plan (under Aggregating 
expressions) fits LRMs wording about an expression being a realization of a work.

The wording of the explanation of an aggregating expression does seem to me to be 
confusing.

It might be useful for EURIG to recommend that the RSC either remove or amend the content 
explanation under that guidance section:

https://access.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-bd1f1ef9-978c-34ee-8881-acc1500130b9/section_w53_f23_m2b


Slide 11: Elements of the aggregating expression

All we really need to record in a description of an aggregating expression is an appellation (a title, an 
access point, or an identifier) and the shortcut relationship Expression: aggregates. For other 
elements, e.g.:

preferred title of expression: 

• See the option to “Record a value of Manifestation: title proper of a manifestation that 
embodies an expression”, but follow the special instruction under Titles proper of aggregates
and record a title that is a collective title or one of the other options.

Creators:

• The creator of work is creator of all expressions of that work, but we can let the semantics of 
the elements take care of that. None of the specific agent relationships apply to aggregating 
expressions, but we can use the Manifestation: contributor agent to aggregate relationships to 
pick up translators, etc., of the aggregated expressions.

Content type, Language and Script:

• Record the values of the elements for the aggregated expressions as values for the 
representative expression elements for an aggregating work. (see Representative expressions of 
an aggregating work)
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https://access.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-bb5ed4f5-d28a-3fd1-8634-bcac85cb3287
https://access.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-f0ea4e3a-fbe5-3135-bd95-1b5260f1e69e
https://access.rdatoolkit.org/Content/Index?externalId=en-US_ala-4b9291c5-f525-37fd-b661-c469e763ce8a
https://access.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-4b9291c5-f525-37fd-b661-c469e763ce8a/p_wsv_yhf_wgb
https://access.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-0e27dec8-c1fe-3cfd-af40-857b72882cc0
https://access.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-39db8725-25e2-3bcf-8a45-7ef37ec38c90/p_dc3_svg_3lb
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Slide 18: The WE lock for collection aggregates and revision statements and “work 
groups”

A “revised edition” statement in MARC 250

Answer

• A MARC 250 field is used to record a transcribed Manifestation: edition statement. 

• For a single-part or multi-part work, a revision statement might indicate a new expression, but 
for an aggregating work, it indicates a new aggregating work.

Adding the level of “work group” for collocation

Answer

• An authorized access point for work group can be recorded for collocation purposes instead of a 
differentiated AAP. Using the same AAP for multiple works, groups them under one heading 
even though they are separate works, e.g.:

• a collection of aggregated expressions and works that have revised 

• a source aggregating work and a transformation of it, e.g., a language version

https://access.rdatoolkit.org/en-US_ala-02cb1078-a733-3a1a-b20b-8be2ff0dc834
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Slide 19: The LRM and RDA model doesn’t capture that sometimes works only get 
created to be a part of an aggregating work

Answer

Most supplementary content (e.g., and introduction or illustrations) has been created specifically for 
a new aggregate manifestation, and chapters or poems or short stories can all be new or old or a 
mixture of new and old works and expressions. 

And both the LRM and RDA refer to supplementary content in their model of aggregates; so, 
aggregated works and expressions that are created specifically to be embodied in an aggregate 
manifestation are definitely included in the model.



Responses to Mélanie Roche’s 
presentation

We are unable to give full responses to Melanie’s excellent presentation because 
we only saw a draft of it on Monday, which did not give us enough time to prepare 
responses. 



Responses to Paul Frank’s 
presentation

We did not see Paul’s presentation before today, so we had no time to prepare 
detailed responses, but fortunately, we think we have already covered many of the 
issues that Paul raised.




